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Introduction 62
The collective behavior of microbial ecosystems across biomes is an outcome of the many 63 interactions between members of the community (1). These interactions include exchange 64 of metabolites, signaling and quorum sensing processes, as well as growth inhibition and 65 killing. Understanding the interspecific interactions within microbial communities is 66 essential for understanding the function of natural communities (2) and for the design of 67 synthetic communities (3). 68 69 A powerful, and increasingly employed method for assessing intermicrobial interactions is 70 the direct measurement of phenotypes of microbial species grown in co-culture (4). A 71 fundamental challenge in this endeavor is the huge diversity of many natural communities, 72 which could count up to several hundred strains or species of microbes. Performing 73 experiments for all possible pairwise interactions constitutes a herculean, and likely 74 insurmountable task for even a moderately sized community. It is however, conceivable 75 that new computational approaches could systematically complement existing tools such 76 as high-throughput sequencing and genome annotation (5-9) to help extract as much 77 information as possible from interaction datasets, providing both insight on yet-to-be-78 measured interactions, and on possible biological mechanisms mediating specific 79 partnerships. 80 81 Here we present a conceptual framework for the mathematical representation of microbial 82 interactions and subsequent use of supervised learning to build a classifier with high 83 predictive accuracy. While any algorithm may be used, we obtained our best results with 84 random forest (10). Random forests are ensembles of many decision trees that individually 85 are poor classifiers but can be democratically pooled to create a very good classifier. 86 biologically relevant features such as body size or metabolic requirements; here we used 116 genome-scale metabolic data for every organism in the in silico community case study, 117 and vectors of biosynthetic capabilities for each E. coli strain in the auxotroph community 118 case study. 119 vector that is the concatenation of the corresponding trait vectors. The vector of the 126 organism whose response is being predicted is concatenated to the front of the trait vector 127 of its interaction partner. For the set of observed interactions each composite vector is 128 then mapped to the measured response of the interacting species. All observed 129
interactions are then used to train a model that predicts the outcome of unobserved 130
interactions. If random forest is used then feature contributions can be calculated on a 131
case-by-case basis in order to identify which elements of the composite genome 132 contribute most strongly to the prediction. 133 134
These trait vectors, together with the known outcome of specific interactions, can be fed 135 into a machine learning algorithm capable of absorbing existing patterns and extending 136 predictions to unknown interactions. The approach we use here, a random forests 137 classifier, is an ensemble of many decision trees that individually ask a series of yes or no 138 questions about randomly selected subsets of predictive features in order to classify 139 samples. Single trees tend to be poor classifiers; however, when their decisions are pooled, 140 the collective predictive power is often impressive. In order to find potential mechanisms 141 of interaction we took advantage of the binary nature of individual trees in order to 142 identify which variables are the most influential for the classification of specific samples. 143 144
Application to computationally predicted interactions between human gut microbes 145
We first applied our approach to a large in silico data set that we generated by simulating 146 with dynamic flux balance analysis (12) (using COMETS (13), see Methods) all pairwise 147 co-culture interactions between 100 metabolic models of human-gut associated bacteria 148 (14) under rich medium, in a well-mixed batch culture. Each metabolic model is a network 149 of over a thousand interconnected metabolic reactions that fall into two categories: 150 intracellular and exchange reactions (15). Intracellular reactions correspond to the various 151 pathways found within the cell, while exchange reactions represent the ability of an 152 organism to transport a metabolite across the cell membrane. Among the 100 organisms, 153 there were a total of 2083 unique metabolic reactions that could serve as potential 154 predictors. Out of these, 194 were exchange reactions. Since interactions between 155 organisms emerge through the exchange of or competition for one or more extracellular 156 metabolites in the environment, we used only the exchange reactions as predictive features 157 ( Fig 2A) . that take up metabolites (blue circles) from the environment (arrows leading to model) and 162 release by-products (arrows leading to metabolite). Organisms may interact with one 163 another during simulation when both organisms compete for the uptake of a metabolite or 164
through cross feeding where one model consumes a by-product of the other. B. The 165 distribution of relative yields is sorted and plotted. Interactions resulted in a model 166 producing a negative relative yield 5563 times. Neutral interactions, a relative yield of 167 zero, occurred 3917 times, and positive relative yield happened 420 times. Samples were 168 classified as negative or non-negative. C. Histogram of the fraction of interactions that 169
were the negative class for each organism. The distribution is consistent with a truncated 170 (420/9900) or a relative yield of zero (3917/9900) were classified as 'non-negative' 193 responders ( Fig 2B) . We refer to the model whose response is being predicted as the 194 'responder' and its interaction partner is the 'partner'. In order to develop an intuition for 195 how difficult this classification task might be we calculated what fraction of the 99 196 interactions each responder took part resulted in a negative relative yield. Classification 197 could become a trivial task if the distribution of these fractions were bimodal with peaks 198 far from each other, the most extreme scenario being one where responders experience 199 either only negative or non-negative relative yields in co-culture. On the other hand, a 200 normal or uniform distribution would indicate a more complicated reality where 201 classification would benefit from machine learning. This last option was indeed confirmed 202 to hold for our data, as the histogram of the negative fractions follows a truncated normal 203 distribution ( Fig 2C) . 204
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In order to establish a baseline for comparing the effectiveness of the random forest as a 206 classifier, we calculated the Jaccard distance of each interaction pair and then used the 207 Jaccard distance as a decision threshold for predicting whether a model would have a 208 negative or non-negative relative yield in co-culture. Jaccard distance was chosen as a 209 baseline predictor because it is easy to calculate and is commonly used in statistical 210 analyses of microbial communities to infer interactions (16, 17). The resulting receiver 211 operator characteristic (ROC) curve was then compared to the ROC curve obtained from a 212 random forest classifier trained using the 194 exchange reactions as features to predict the 213 outcome the full set of 9900 observations. As a classifier, the Jaccard distance does not 214 perform much better than randomly guessing, while the random forest was surprisingly 215 good ( Fig 2D) . To evaluate the accuracy of the random forest classifier on the full data set 216 we examined the out of bag (OOB) error estimates. OOB estimates in random forests have 217 been shown to be roughly equivalent to five-fold cross-validation (18). We therefore took 218 the OOB error rate as an estimate for the overall test error rate. The random forest resulted 219 in a balanced accuracy of 90.4%. 220 221 High predictive accuracies are encouraging but will be of little use if they can only be 222 achieved when the vast majority of the experiment outcomes are already known. Learning 223 curves visualize how the performance of a classifier behaves as the data available for 224 trainings increases. We constructed a series of learning curves to measure how the 225 balanced accuracy of the random forest classifier is affected by the size of the community 226 being studied and as the fraction of interaction outcomes known increases (Fig 2E) . As is 227 typically seen with learning curves, classifier performance improves when more of the 228 data is made available. Interestingly we observe that for the smallest communities 229 (N organisms = 10) balanced accuracy was better than random when as little as 10% of the 230 data was available (2 experiments), but the trajectory with additional data improves at a 231 much slower rate than it does for larger communities. When N organisms is increased to 20, 232 significant improvements to balanced accuracy manifest immediately and have a stronger 233 benefit with the outcome of additional experiments. Encouragingly, these benefits appear 234 moderate when compared to the trajectory of much larger communities (N organisms ≥ 30). 235
The general trend indicates that the larger a community is, the smaller the relative fraction 236 of experiments needed to get a high accuracy. In fact, similar learning curves could be 237 used as guidelines to determine how many experiments should be performed to reach a 238 desired balanced accuracy. Visualization of the top 20 predictors revealed that the most important predictors tend to 252 belong to the interaction partner ( Fig 2F) . Interestingly, features from both halves of the 253 interaction vector for the amino acids L-Lysine and L-Glutamate are highly ranked, as are 254 the features for the monosaccharides D-Ribose and Thyminose. 255
256
The tree-based approach of random forest to classification can be exploited to determine 257 why specific samples were classified the way they were by examining the feature 258 contributions of each predictor. A feature contribution (Methods) is the quantification of 259 how much a given variable influences the decision of the random forest when a single 260 sample is evaluated. Feature contributions were originally developed for analysis of 261 regression models (20) but have since been adapted for binary classification models (11). 262
In the context of binary classification, feature contributions can be interpreted as how 263 much a feature changes the probability that a given sample is classified as class 1 by the 264 random forest. In the case of our in silico data class 1 refers to the non-negative responder 265 type. For our purposes this convention means that a negative feature contribution increases 266 the probability of a sample being classified as a negative responder and a positive feature 267 contribution increases the probability of classified as a non-negative responder. We used 268 the forestFloor package in R (21) to efficiently calculate feature contributions for all 9900 269 samples. 270
271
If the choice of representation faithfully reflects the underlying nature of the system of 272 interest, then feature contributions may be used to gain insight into the underlying 273 mechanisms of an interaction. Were we investigating our in silico data as a novel 274 microbial community via pairwise interactions, we would wish to perform additional 275 experiments to identify a metabolite that mediates competition in each negative interaction 276 and then design further detailed experiments to describe molecular details. Absent any 277 particular insight into the nature of the community, metabolites mediating any particular 278 interaction would have to be identified by querying them randomly. In situations where 279 there are few metabolites mediating competition such a process would be a costly 280 endeavor. We wondered if the experimental load could be reduced if for each sample we 281 ranked the 194 metabolites by their net feature contributions and then used the rankings as 282 a guide for the order in which metabolites should be examined ( Fig 3A) . 283
284
Because the role of every extracellular metabolite in an interaction is known with 285 COMETS, we were able to evaluate the effectiveness of feature contributions as an 286 experimental guide. For each negative interaction, we identified which metabolites were 287 subject to competition and calculated how many metabolites we would expect to examine 288 at random before encountering any one of the contended metabolites. We then determined 289 the guided rate of discovery by proceeding along the ranked list as determined by net 290 feature contributions and recorded the position at which we first find one of the contended 291 metabolites. Using feature contributions to guide discovery compares favorably to a 292 random selection process. For this community, one would expect on average to perform 293 19.55 experiments before discovering a relevant metabolite through random selection. 294
Using feature contributions as a guide instead shifted the probability distribution to the 295 left, reducing the expected number of inquiries to 5.54 ( Fig 3B) . Early discovery of 296 metabolites is particularly valuable when there are very few metabolites mediating an 297 interaction. In particular we wanted to determine how effective feature contributions were 298 in the most challenging cases, those in which a single contended metabolite caused the 299 negative response. We found that for those 99 samples the contended metabolite was 300 found at median rank 4 and in 95 cases was encountered within the top 20 positions (Fig  301   3C ). 302
303
Since random forest classifies based on patterns it finds in the data, we can expect that 304 metabolites that tend to be high-ranking predictors are also more likely to be broadly 305 significant to the community than metabolites encountered through random sampling. 306 Across all negative samples there were 109 metabolites that were subjected to competition 307 in at least one interaction. 82 of those metabolites were the first ones encountered using 308 feature contributions, but the majority of encounters were concentrated among eight of 309 them ( Supplemental Table 1 Notably, our approach is also readily applicable for the discovery of metabolites that 338 mediate positive interactions, which comprise a small minority of all interactions in this 339 specific dataset (420/9900). Due to the scarcity of their occurrence and the dearth of 340 metabolites that mediate positive interactions, discovery of these mechanisms is more 341 challenging. Nevertheless, using ranked feature contributions to find facilitative 342 metabolites was a powerful improvement over a naive approach; requiring a median of 27 343 queries before discovery versus 65 when selecting metabolites randomly (Supplemental 344 Figure 1 ). 345 346
Application to a Community of Auxotrophic Escherichia coli strains 347
We analyzed the results of a study in which all-pairwise co-culture experiments for 14 E. 348 coli MG1655 auxotrophs were performed (27). In this study, auxotrophic E. coli strains were generated by knocking out a single gene that was essential for the production of each 350 of 14 amino acids. Interactions between any given pair of E. coli strains are presumably 351 dependent on the direct exchange of the knocked out amino acids, or related precursors 352 ( Fig 4A) . The total growth of each strain in the 91 experiments was measured after 84 353 hours and reported as the net fold change relative to the initial inoculum, resulting in 182 354 total observations. We classified growth phenotypes based on the fold change response a 355
given E. coli auxotroph strain had in co-culture with another auxotrophic strain. We used a 356 fold change of 2 as a threshold in order to separate response classes. Fold change 2 is an 357 intuitive threshold since doubling is often used when discussing growth of bacterial 358 populations (28) and classifying all samples with a fold change ≤ 2 as a separate class 359 from those with a fold change greater than 2 results in a balanced data set ( Fig 4B) . We 360 refer to the 90 growth responses with fold change ≤ 2 as 'weak' responses and the 92 361 growth responses with fold change > 2 as 'strong' responses. When discussing a particular 362 E. coli interaction, the strain whose response is being predicted is referred to as the 363 'receiver' and its interaction partner is the 'giver'. We calculated the fraction of 364 interactions that resulted in a weak response for each of the 14 strains and visualized the 365 distribution with a histogram (Fig 4C) . Based on this histogram we expect that 366 classification will not be a trivial task because by it appears that the distribution follows 367 It has been previously observed that biosynthetically costly amino acids tend to promote 371 stronger cooperative interactions than biosynthetically cheap amino acids (27) . Given this 372 observation we tested if biosynthetic costs would be useful for predicting whether a strain 373 will have a strong or a weak response in a given interaction. We used the biosynthetic cost 374 of the amino acid provided by the giver strain, needed by the receiver strain, or the 375 difference of these costs as decision thresholds to classify response classes and compared 376 the performance of the random forest classifier to these benchmarks. Since the 377 auxotrophic E. coli strains were all derived from the same ancestral strain, only the 378 biosynthetic capabilities for each of the 14 amino acids were relevant predictors for 379 machine learning. As a result, vectors with just 28 elements represented each pairwise E. 380 coli interaction. Examination of the corresponding ROC curves shows that biosynthetic 381 costs of amino acids are poor predictors for the qualitative outcome of these E. coli 382 auxotroph experiments whereas random forest fares much better as indicated by its ROC 383 curve and by area under the curve (Fig 4D inset) . Random forest yielded a balanced 384 accuracy of ~79.2%. Moreover, the trajectory of the learning curve most closely resembles 385 the trajectory of the learning curve for in silico communities of 20 members ( Fig 4E) . 386
Variable importance rankings show that in general, the identity of the receiver's needed 387 amino acid is often more impactful on classification accuracy than the amino acid that the 388 giver needs, suggesting that specificity of interaction is dominated by auxotrophies, 389 whereas most mutants can in principle provide the missing amino acid ( Fig 4F) . 390
391
Since the pair of knocked-out amino acids determines the interaction for any two 392 auxotrophs, we evaluated how often the corresponding features were the most influential 393 for classification. For each sample, we ranked the feature contributions by the magnitude 394 of their influence and then identified which amino acids were ranked first and second. The 395 feature space is relatively simple and the interaction outcomes are a direct consequence of 396 the relevant auxotrophies. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that the random forest be 397 more strongly influenced by the absence of a predictor than the presence. Of all 182 398 observations, the knocked out amino acid from the receiver had the largest feature 399 contribution 140 times and the amino acid from the giver was the largest contributor 40 400 times (Supplemental Table 2 ). We further found that the top two ranked positions were 401 occupied by the giver and receiver's amino acids, in any order, 132 of 182 times. Thus the 402 pair of most influential predictors tended to correspond to the underlying mechanism of 403 the interaction, even in instances where the predicted class was incorrect. co-cultured in a minimal medium. In order for ∆A to grow it must receive amino acid A 408 from ∆B, which in turn must receive another amino acid, B, in order to grow itself. 409
Auxotroph strains were constructed for the following amino acids: cysteine, 
